How to find us
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Division Applied Ecology, Location Schmallenberg
Auf dem Aberg 1, 57392 Schmallenberg, Germany
Phone: +49 2972 302-0 / e-mail: info-ae@ime.fraunhofer.de
www.ime.fraunhofer.de

❖ Airports
The closest airport is Cologne/Bonn (80 min by car); other convenient airports are Düsseldorf and Frankfurt/Main (2 h by car).

❖ Arriving by train
Nearest train stations are Lennestadt-Altenhundem and Bestwig. The IME will assist in transport from train stations to hotel/meeting.

❖ Arriving by car
Visitors arriving by car or preferring to rent a car at the airport should proceed on highway A 4 (Cologne/Olpe) / A 45 Frankfurt/Dortmund) direction Dortmund to Olpe and then follow the signs Lennestadt/Winterberg (B 55, in Bilstein: B 236).

Upon arrival in Schmallenberg take the turn to Grafschaft (small village, part of the town Schmallenberg). In Grafschaft turn left after around 500 m (follow sign Fraunhofer IME). The institute is located approx. 1 km uphill.